Abstract. We derive relations between polarized transverse momentum dependent distribution functions (TMDs) and the usual parton distribution functions (PDFs) in the 3D covariant parton model, which follow from Lorentz invariance and the assumption of a rotationally symmetric distribution of parton momenta in the nucleon rest frame. Using the known PDF g q 1 (x) as input we predict the x-and pT -dependence of all polarized twist-2 naively time-reversal even (T-even) TMDs.
as input we predict the x-and pT -dependence of all polarized twist-2 naively time-reversal even (T-even) TMDs.
TMDs [1, 2] open a new way to a more complete understanding of the quark-gluon structure of the nucleon. Indeed, some experimental observations can hardly be explained without a more accurate and realistic 3D picture of the nucleon, which naturally includes transverse motion. The azimuthal asymmetry in the distribution of hadrons produced in deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering (DIS), known as the Cahn effect [3] , is a classical example. The intrinsic (transversal) parton motion is also crucial for the explanation of some spin effects [4] - [16] .
In previous studies we discussed the covariant parton model, which is based on the 3D picture of parton momenta with rotational symmetry in the nucleon rest frame [17] - [26] .
In this model we studied all T-even TMDs and derived a set of relations among them [23] . It should be remarked that some of the relations among different TMDs were found (sometimes before) also in other models [27] - [34] .
In the recent paper [35] we further develop and broadly extend our studies [24]- [25] of the relations between TMDs and PDFs. The formulation of the model in terms of the lightcone formalism [23] allows us to compute the leading-twist TMDs by means of the light-front
with the "generating function" K q (x, p T ) defined (in the compact notation of [23] ) by
We have shown that due to rotational symmetry the following relations hold:
where we took the limit m → 0 in (7). In that limit we obtain for the generating function (6) the result
and from (4) we obtain This relation yields for g q 1 (x, p T ), with the LO parameterization of [36] for g q 1 (x) at 4 GeV 2 , the results shown in Fig. 1 .
The remarkable observation is that g q 1 (x, p T ) changes sign at the point p T = M x, which is due to the prefactor (this is the definition of the variablep 1 in the limit m → 0)
in (9) . The expression in (10) is proportional to the quark longitudinal momentump 1 in the proton rest frame, which is determined by x and p T [35] . This means, that the sign of g q 1 (x, p T ) is controlled by sign ofp 1 . To observe these dramatic sign changes one may look for multi-hadron jet-like final states in SIDIS. Performing the cutoff for transverse momenta from below and from above, respectively, should affect the sign of asymmetry.
There is some similarity to g q 2 (x) which also changes sign, and is given in the model by [21] 
The δ−function implies that, for our choice of the light-cone direction, large x are correlated with large and negative p 1 , while low x are correlated with large and positive p 1 . Thus, g 2 (x) changes sign, because the integrand in (11) changes sign between the extreme values of p 1 . Let us remark, that the calculation of g 2 (x) based on the relation (11) well agrees [19] with the experimental data. The other TMDs (4) can be calculated similarly and differ, in the limit m → 0, by simple x-dependent prefactors The resulting plots are shown in Fig. 2 . We do not plot h ⊥q 1L since this TMD is equal to −g ⊥q 1T in our approach [23] . Let us remark, that g q 1 (x, p T ) is the only TMD which can change sign. The other TMDs have all definite signs, which follows from (4, 12) . Note also that pretzelosity h ⊥q 1T (x, p T ), due to the prefactor 1/x, has the largest absolute value among all TMDs. Noteworthy, pretzelosity is related to quark orbital angular momentum in some quark models [32, 33] , including the present approach [26] .
To conclude, let us remark that an experimental check of the predicted TMDs requires care. In fact, TMDs are not directly measurable quantities unlike structure functions. What one can measure for instance in semi-inclusive DIS is a convolution with a quark fragmentation function. This naturally "dilutes" the effects of TMDs, and makes it difficult to observe for instance the prominent sign change in the helicity distribution, see Fig. 1 . A dedicated study of the phenomenological implications of our results is in progress.
